Hello! :-)

My name is Lasse and I'm 17 years old (18 in december). I live in Denmark in a relative big city called Næstved. Right now I use my time at a 2 year youth education programme called hf, højere forberedelseseksamen, which official name in English is Higher Preparatory Examination Course or just upper secondary shorter general education programme.

In my spare time I use a lot of time in front of my computer, where I'm chatting with a lot of nice people. I am also a kind of administrator at a fan site called ShockNews.dk, and I have nearly been there for four years. On ShockNews I'm responsible for all the content on the site, all the users (18.800 of them) and the running - but not the programming and things like that.

Regarding the site, ShockNews.dk, I have between 2-4 times proofreaded the language file, which contains all the text from the site. There were hundreds of misspellings and poor phrasings, which I significant improved. The language file contains 1870 lines of text and 116.223 signs with spaces and it didn't took me many hours to proofread.

About one year ago I decided to send an application to an English site called Puhekupla.com. It is a news site which brings news and unveilings about world's biggest teenage chat, Habbo Hotel. Puhekupla.com is visited of thousands of people every day, so I enjoyed translating the site to Danish. They had a smart CMS system where I could translate the whole site, but I'm more used to plain text in e.g. Notepad or similar text editing programs (or text editors online). If you have other methods, then I will without hesitation take up the gauntlet. 

I will describe myself as a very easily trained person, and I will give everything a try. It will maybe not be useful, but here's an example that shows my patience and willpower. I received a text document from the developer of the site, ShockNews.dk, and we had a log which showed everything as all the admins from the site have made the last year - and we only needed 90 lines from that document. Unfortunately it wasn't sorted in any way and there were some wrong elements in every line. Because of that I had to look at every line to find these 90 lines we needed. The document contains 8.704.384 words with spaces and 117.371 lines of text. I found these missing things over two days - and I couldn’t just use the search function. I think this really shows my patience and willpower. :-)
And by the way - I haven't received any reward at all, because it is 100% voluntary work in my spare time.

Furthermore, I've also written 551 articles on the site, ShockNews.dk, where I'm using the username, SuperShake. Unfortunately, I don't think that you understand the content or the language, but if you want to check them out, then you can see them right here: http://shocknews.dk/articles/username/SuperShake - A lot of the articles are by the way written from English, Spanish or Deutsch sources, but the main part Danish.

My biggest strength is that I - first of all - am very interested in these translation- and proofreading projects, and because of that I can work hour after hour without breaks. I've made a lot of work there are monotonously projects, but it's actually something I really enjoy.

I don't have more experience with proofreading and translation than this, but I have to start one place. Something I always discover when I use programs on my computer or applications on my phone, is that a lot of them are translated really bad. A lot of people say that the Danish language is very difficult, but I've never had any problems with it - and I also think that my English is very fine, but not perfect at all. Because of this there are a lot of stupid errors or mistakes, where I during no time can see them and correct them in my own head. The same thing happens when I'm out in public and is watching some plates, notices, papers, messages or something like that. I had a very good teacher in school, and she really made me to a very good writer and proofreader, and trust me - I know about the most Danish grammar. The most Danish people do also have a lot of problems with commas, but no problem here - commas have almost been my best friend!

Now I will tell something about which freelance jobs I’m interested in. As I said above, I like to translate or proofread long texts – both in documents and websites. I like both! I can also do some written training from English to Danish – teach people how to say the most basic stuff as a new person in Denmark. The last thing is proofreading, which I really like. You can contact me if you have other offer(s) for me – I’m ready!

Regarding my school education, they have given me unlimited access to Denmark’s biggest online dictionary called Ordbogen.com. I have access to 3 different English dictionaries at the site, so it is a really great tool. I use online dictionaries very effective. Not because I’m dependent on it, but because it makes the results almost perfect.

As my profile indicates, I am a very experienced user of Microsoft Office – mainly Word, Excel and PowerPoint. I do also have a basic knowledge about html. I can without problems edit in html, but I do not really write html codes by myself, but no problem as long it is editing in text with html content. 

I know that some people maybe look at my relative young age as bad thing, but I see it in another way: My Danish knowledge is much better than the average. In my written Danish exam in June, I got the mark/grade 12, which is the best in Denmark. I was the only one who got it in my class. I don't know if you are interested in it, but here is a picture of my exam grades. "Dansk" is Danish, "Engelsk" is "English", “Skriftlig fremstilling” means written presentation and the grades in right side are my latest grades. Here is the picture: http://i.imgur.com/1Hs6s.jpg

I really hope that I aroused your interest.

Best regards,
Lasse Olsen

